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Introduction
Over the past several years, hundreds of thousands of unauthorized immigrant children
in the United States have experienced difficult transitions into young adulthood—going
without driver’s licenses, college financial aid, or stable employment opportunities.
These young people—who have attended U.S. K-12 schools for most, if not all, of their
lives—aspire to attend college and enter well-paying, meaningful careers like their
classmates. Yet with a tenuous immigration status, unauthorized youth and their families
have faced undue hardships in their everyday lives and pursuit of advanced education
and work opportunities.1 On June 15, 2012, this troubling situation changed for many
of these young people when then-President Barack Obama introduced Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)—a policy that temporarily defers deportations and
provides renewable two-year work permits for up to an estimated 1.9 million eligible
unauthorized young adults.2 Now, five years later, nearly 790,000 eligible youth have
been approved for DACA.3
Shortly after DACA’s implementation in 2012, a team led by Roberto G. Gonzales, an
assistant professor at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, launched the National
UnDACAmented Research Project (NURP), a five-year study aimed at understanding
how a diverse cross section of the DACA-eligible population accessed the program and
experienced their new status. NURP, arguably the most comprehensive study on DACA
to date, consists of a national survey of 2,684 DACA-eligible young adults carried out
in 2013 and two waves of in-depth interviews with 481 DACA-eligible young adults in
Arizona, California, Georgia, Illinois, New York, and South Carolina in 2015 and 2016.4
This carefully drawn sample provides a unique opportunity to understand how DACA is
shaping the life trajectories of a wide range of young adult immigrants.
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In the past five years, DACA beneficiaries have experienced immediate benefits and
improved their outlooks.5 Across state and local contexts, a diverse group of DACA
beneficiaries has moved up the socio-economic ladder by completing their degrees and
securing higher-paying jobs. For many of these young people, DACA has significantly
boosted incorporation into mainstream American society. From obtaining legal employment and driver’s licenses to feeling less fear of deportation, DACA beneficiaries have
transitioned into lives filled with a greater sense of belonging and future possibility.
These individual successes also contribute to the United States’ economic growth: As
DACA beneficiaries begin to save for larger purchases such as cars and houses, states see
increased revenue from title fees and sales tax.
This issue brief focuses on a group of beneficiaries in the NURP study that most
research and media coverage about DACA has overlooked but that is no less important: the hundreds of thousands of DACA beneficiaries without high school or college
degrees whom DACA has provided with on-ramps back into education and training
programs that have increased their job mobility. There are also broader implications to
the significant leaps in social and economic mobility for these particular beneficiaries.
Increased incomes and financial stability lead to greater spending, which percolates
directly into household spending, lifting hopes for longer-term goals such as purchasing a home.6 Indirectly, these DACA beneficiaries are boosting the country’s economy
through paying taxes that flow into the national coffers.
Specifically drawing on interviews with 319 NURP respondents who, prior to receiving DACA, dropped out of high school, finished their education with a high school
degree, or did not complete college due to financial, legal, or motivational barriers,
this brief illuminates the ways in which DACA has positively affected their educational and work trajectories.7

Finding on-ramps back to education
DACA has been instrumental in helping eligible youth find their way back to various
education pathways. These pathways have led them to obtain better employment and
contribute more to their families and local communities.

DACA is encouraging eligible youth to re-enroll in school
Statistically, most unauthorized immigrant youth end their schooling before entering
college.8 Due to a combination of scarce family resources, exclusion from financial aid at
the state and federal levels, and depressed motivations, the majority of unauthorized students pursuing higher education attend community colleges and struggle to persist and
graduate.9 With access to legal employment and diminished fear of possible deportation,
many of the study’s respondents described their newfound motivation and interest in
school. Jin, a student from New York, recalled:
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I kind of went into depression during that whole college application part. I started
thinking I’m never going to go anywhere and it’s all because of some paper I don’t have.
It was really rough. I felt kind of—I was angry all the time. When the DACA program
was announced it instilled a new hope in me and I think it’s what’s driving me forward
to do the best I can again and to focus and be responsible.10
DACA has been the impetus for many young people like Jin to return to school. In
order to qualify for DACA, beneficiaries must have either graduated with a high school
diploma or be enrolled in a high school, a General Educational Development (GED), a
literacy, or a career training program. At the program’s onset, almost 20 percent of individuals who were potentially eligible did not meet the education requirement.11 Dozens
of the respondents who had previously not finished high school told the authors that
DACA was an important impetus to re-enroll in school and training programs.
Take Sandra, for example. Sandra began working at the age of 13, cleaning houses with
her mother to help support her family. Family needs, growing frustrations due to her
unauthorized status, and her inability to envision a promising future compelled her to
drop out of high school. When DACA was announced in 2012, Sandra was 26 years old
and had two children. She enrolled in a GED program to gain eligibility and to receive
DACA’s benefits. But she didn’t stop there. After she passed her GED exam, she pursued
a medical assistant program through a local nonprofit in Arizona. Her life has dramatically improved, and she said she feels as though she can provide her children with a
better life. With her new job, she is working to save money, and her next goal is to pursue
a bachelor’s degree in nursing.

DACA beneficiaries are investing in education and training
Gaining work authorization as a result of DACA also improves the likelihood that an
investment in education can lead to a job commensurate with training and credentials.
This benefit has given DACA beneficiaries an incentive to invest in education in order
to enter higher-paying jobs. It has also opened up options for education and training in
critical growth sectors.12 Many of the study’s respondents found job training programs
by enrolling at a community college or through local community-based organizations.
The respondents received training in industries such as medicine, dentistry, construction,
cosmetology, teaching, law, nursing, and insurance. In addition to offering lower tuition
costs, certificate programs offer flexible class schedules that allow students to work while
pursuing their degrees. These programs tend to be much shorter in duration than fouryear degree programs, as well as significantly less expensive. Many DACA beneficiaries
view these programs as stepping stones to a four-year degree and a foot in the door to gain
relevant job experience. Work authorization provides the assurance that beneficiaries will
be competitive for employment in their chosen industries after completing their programs.
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Before DACA, Eric said he felt that his opportunities for postsecondary education in
South Carolina were limited. Moreover, his inability to acquire a driver’s license under
state law left him frustrated and many jobs inaccessible. When DACA was announced,
Eric had just graduated from high school. His world changed almost overnight. Once he
received his DACA status, he obtained his driver’s license, enrolled in an insurance certification program and, soon after, landed a job selling insurance at an agency just a 15-minute
drive from home. Eric does not know whether he wants to pursue a career in insurance,
but the opportunity has given him some experience and a steady income that has allowed
him to enroll in community college to continue exploring his options. As Eric explains,
DACA has given him the self-confidence and motivation to pursue his goals:
DACA was a big turning point … because it’s a transition from when I was turning from childhood into adulthood, going to college, being able to study, having more
responsibilities, having more decisions to make, having more paths to choose and directions to take. It opened a lot [of opportunities] and I saw what I had to do and how to
get it and how far [DACA’s] going to take me.

DACA helps break down financial barriers to education
and career-building opportunities
A large proportion of the DACA-eligible population experiences postsecondary education
as a revolving door.13 Many of the respondents had entered college before DACA, only to
leave due to growing debt and an inability to afford tuition and fees. However, access to
legal employment improves DACA holders’ ability to save money and pay for college. In
addition, several scholarship funds have expanded eligibility to allow DACA holders to
apply, while internship and fellowship programs are providing the necessary job training
that these young people need to be competitive when they enter the job market.14 For
instance, Franco was working in the fields of California for low wages. With DACA, he will
be starting a union-affiliated apprenticeship in the state’s construction sector. At the time
of the interview, he was completing some prerequisite classes for the apprenticeship. Once
he joins the union, he will earn $18 an hour and enjoy salary increases based on merit and
experience. “Without DACA,” Franco said, “I’d have not been able to do any of this.”

Increased job mobility
Prior to DACA, the career goals of many unauthorized youth were often derailed
because of restricted access to educational and work opportunities. Despite length of
time in the United States or level of education completed, they could not legally work
and were confined to the unregulated, low-wage labor market. These jobs were often
grueling and did not provide opportunities for job security, safety, or benefits. Today,
with the ability to legally work and the incentives to invest in education, DACA has
boosted beneficiaries’ mobility prospects and trajectories.
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Of the 2,381 DACA recipients who responded to the survey, approximately 61
percent took on new jobs and 45 percent increased their earnings within 16 months
of DACA’s launch.15 As a result, respondents experienced significant financial gains,
which, in turn, allowed them to save money for additional education, support family
members financially, and contribute to the economy. In addition, work authorization
enabled those stuck in low-wage jobs without opportunities for raises and promotions
to leave and pursue employment commensurate with the education they received
prior to or after receiving DACA.

Work authorization and driver’s licenses are improving access to opportunities
In addition to the positive impact of secure legal employment, DACA beneficiaries who
obtain an employment authorization document can apply for a driver’s license in any
state.16 Of the study’s survey participants, 57 percent obtained a driver’s license within
the first 16 months after receiving DACA. This benefit provides DACA holders with the
ability to travel freely and safely to school or work, a significant form of relief for both
beneficiaries and their families.
Laura grew up in California’s Central Valley with parents who are farmworkers. With little
counseling information regarding postsecondary options and limited access to transportation, Laura labored in the fields for several years after graduating from high school. She said
she felt discouraged and wondered if there was any hope for the future. After DACA was
announced, she saved money to pay for the application fees, applied to the program, and
received approval by the end of 2013. Her prospects quickly changed. She left her work
in the fields when she was hired as a receptionist, more than doubling her earnings from
$11,500 a year to $23,400. What’s more, Laura obtained a driver’s license and was able to
enroll in classes at a nearby community college. With the money earned from her new job,
Laura bought a car and is saving money to rent an apartment close to her college that will
give her increased access to the internet, libraries, and the college itself.

DACA allows beneficiaries to get jobs that match their skills
DACA beneficiaries told the authors that they were able to match their education
and training with work that was meaningful to them—an occupation that they could
be proud of and that did not carry the stigma of “immigrant work.” Moreover, being
DACA recipients allowed them to seek employment that matched their training and
credentials. Respondents found jobs in a wide range of employment sectors, including
retail and sales, manufacturing, accounting, banking, the beauty industry, real estate,
the medical field, teaching, and interpreting. In many cases, they made great gains in
prestige and job satisfaction.
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Before DACA, Tariq was working in the kitchen of a New York restaurant for $5 an
hour, far below the city’s minimum wage. Because of his immigration status, Tariq said
he feared demanding a fair wage from his employer and could not ensure that he would
be paid for the full hours he worked. After being approved for DACA at age 25, he left
his low-wage job and found employment as a bank teller:
I had always been doing labor work. Now I’m doing teller work, which is much more a
brain thing. Honestly, I am the youngest guy in my branch, so that’s something to say.
[It] makes me feel good that, okay, my mom can tell people that “My son’s working in a
bank.” Even though I’m a teller, and that’s the beginning position, it’s something. Like,
“Oh, he’s a waiter,” I don’t think that she’s gonna be with her chest out with that.
DACA beneficiaries also dramatically increased their earnings. In particular, DACA
beneficiaries who completed certificate or licensing programs experienced significant
growth in salary. For many, hourly salaries increased from $5 to $8 to more than $14
an hour. Most at least doubled their previous salaries, earning between $25,000 and
$30,000 per year. With increased purchasing power, the respondents could then, in turn,
help their families while fueling their local economies and contributing to state revenue.

Conclusion
While DACA does not address the full set of challenges that DACA beneficiaries and
their families face, it has provided opportunities for hundreds of thousands of unauthorized young people to take giant leaps in their education and careers. To date, the success
of DACA has been illustrated in the trajectories of politically and socially active beneficiaries with advanced levels of education. However, the true magnitude of its impact is
most felt by those young people who, because of barriers related to their immigration
status, were forced into early exits from the school system. Because of DACA, these
young people have returned to GED programs, workforce development, certificate programs, and college campuses. DACA’s work authorization has enabled them to take jobs
commensurate with their education, incentivizing investments in such programs.
As such, DACA beneficiaries have experienced immediate and continued job mobility. Many DACA beneficiaries are using these new opportunities for training and work
as building blocks to start careers. The personal success of these DACA beneficiaries
translates to more purchasing power that allows them to invest in the United States at
the local and state levels. DACA is a temporary fix—the program is not permanent,
and recipients must renew their status every two years. Nonetheless, it has positively
affected most of those who have received it. All of these things underscore the need
for a permanent solution that provides a path to citizenship for the ongoing success of
these young people and their families.
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